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BUILDING THE BEST.
At Diamond Mowers, we build the best. By that, we mean the
toughest, safest, and most reliable skid-steer / compact
track loader products in the industry.
We’ve continuously enhanced our products with designed innovation and a keen understanding of the
customer application. We don’t build what we want, we build what you need – durable, dependable,
and effective skid-steer products. With exceptional customer service and our strong reputation, we’ll
continue to build the best.

SKID-STEER

FLAIL MOWER
Diamond’s Flail Mowers provide a cleaner cut
for a more manicured look.
Featuring self-cleaning, reversible knives, flail mowers are less likely to propel objects
than rotary mowers or forestry mulchers. Attach and detach simply and easily to your
skid-steer / compact track loader to add versatility and productivity to
your existing asset.

AVAILABLE

SIZES
75”, 90”, 102”

HYDRAULIC

CUT SIZE

CONFIGURATION

UP TO 2”

MACHINE

DIAMETER

HIGH FLOW

GRASS
BRUSH

SKID-STEER

FORESTRY DISC MULCHER
Diamond’s Forestry Disc Mulchers are ideal for large mulching
and brush management applications.
Attach and detach simply and easily to your skid-steer / compact track loader to add
versatility and productivity to your existing asset.

AVAILABLE

SIZES

60”

HYDRAULIC

CUT SIZE

CONFIGURATION

UP TO 14”

MACHINE

DIAMETER

HIGH FLOW

BRUSH
TREES

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

NARROW

FORESTRY

MULCHER DISC
Diamond’s disc acts like a flywheel to store energy.
The energy used to cut and mulch comes from inertia, not
hydraulic power alone.

WIDE

Ready for your Application
Diamond’s Forestry Disc Mulcher comes standard with
two intake chute options. Pick which one is best for
your application:

•• Narrow Intake Chute – designed for single stem,

taller trees without many lower branches
• This chute features a hook to help feed trees and
a ramp to scoop material already on the ground

•• Wide Intake Chute – designed with an open throat
to feed larger, bushier trees more efficiently

HARDENED

STEEL TEETH
Cut, Shred, & Mulch Material

•• 44 hardened steel teeth on the disc act like an axe to

DEFLECTOR

SHIELD

slice into material

•• 4 teeth fixed on the inside of the deck shell mulch
material as the disc carries it through

•• One tooth style for simple care and maintenance
•• Teeth can be easily sharpened to increase efficiency
and life expectancy

Dispersing Power
Equipped with a fully adjustable deflector shield to provide
control over how material is distributed. As you raise the
shield, the head becomes more productive and able to
process material quickly. Lowering the shield helps to
direct material to the ground.

•• Patented planer knives in the center of the disc
eliminate any dead zone

Bolt On Tooth Holders

The Diamond Difference

Bolt on tooth holders are weld-free to provide quick and
easy maintenance in the shop or field.

Unlike most competitors, Diamond’s oil bath spindle only
requires maintenance every 500 hours, or annually.

SKID-STEER

ROTARY MOWER
Diamond’s Skid-Steer Rotary Mowers are ideal for large-scale
brush clearing applications.
Attach and detach simply and easily to your skid-steer / compact track loader to add
versatility and productivity to your existing asset.

AVAILABLE

SIZES
60”, 72”, 84”

HYDRAULIC

CUT SIZE

CONFIGURATION

UP TO 10”

MACHINE

DIAMETER

LOW FLOW
HIGH FLOW

GRASS
BRUSH
TREES

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

HARDENED STEEL BLADES
50,000 PSI RATED
STEEL DISC
TRI-HEX

MULCHING DISC
Diamond uses a proprietary Tri-Hex disc to provide greater
inertia in tough conditions. Our discs are 50,000 psi
rated steel for unparalleled durability, and easy blade
maintenance. Hex blade bolts and hardened inserts are
used for the toughest blade retention in the industry.
The Tri-Hex Mulching Disc comes standard with an
unprecedented 5-year warranty – not that you’ll need it.

8 BOLTS FOR EASY
DISC REMOVAL
5 YEAR WARRANTY ON
TRI-HEX DISC
1 YEAR WARRANTY ON
PARTS & LABOR

ROTARY

BLADES
Slice Through

•• Three hardened steel knives 5/8” (16mm) thick
•• Built to swing, allowing them to break away when in
contact with rocks

The Diamond Difference
Unlike most competitors, Diamond’s oil bath spindle only
requires maintenance every 500 hours, or annually.

SKID-STEER ATTACHMENT SPECS
FEATURES

WEIGHT

FLOW REQUIREMENTS

75” FLAIL MOWER

Cuts up to 2” material

1,490lbs

32 - 45 GPM

90” FLAIL MOWER

Cuts up to 2” material

1,585lbs

32 - 45 GPM

102” FLAIL MOWER

Cuts up to 2” material

1,645lbs

32 - 45 GPM

60” FORESTRY DISC MULCHER

Cuts up to 14” material

2,240lbs

32 - 45 GPM

60” ROTARY MOWER

Cuts up to 10” material

1,475lbs

16-46 GPM

72” ROTARY MOWER

Cuts up to 10” material

1,790lbs

17 - 41 GPM

84” ROTARY MOWER

Cuts up to 10” material

2,030lbs

32 - 41 GPM

ATTACHMENT / SIZE

ABOUT DIAMOND MOWERS
Founded in 2000, Sioux Falls, South Dakota based Diamond Mowers is the leading manufacturer of industrial mowing,
mulching, and brush cutting equipment for the municipal, skid-steer and excavator markets. Our products include: boom
mowers, rotary mowers, flail mowers and forestry mulchers for municipalities, contractors, and land owners. We entered
the skid-steer / compact track loader and excavator attachment markets in 2013, and manufacture rotary mowers and
forestry mulchers that attach to skid loaders and excavators – products ideal for small, and large-scale brush clearing
operations. In 2017 Diamond Mowers was included in the Inc. 5000.
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